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Machinery and Accessories
Coffee & hot drinks fully automatic
Barista Coffee machines
Brewers
Turkish Coffee, Capsule machines
Grinders
Blenders
Slush
Hot Chocolate
Barista Accessories
Vending Machines
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Desert Rose Diamond
Coffee Machines
In DRD, you will find the best machines which you can set up at your place. DRD machines
stand out for its exclusivity in quality, longevity and performance. Engulf yourself in our
selection of machines

Vitro S5 by Azkoyen

The Vitro range of professional coffee machines for catering
and hotels is remarkable for its extraordinary design with
angular shapes finished in smoked glass and chrome.
Vitro has been developed to serve high quality hot drinks at
the touch of a button. Works well with fresh coffee beans.

Vitale by Azkoyen

The art of espresso coffee in your office Vitale S opens up a new
world of sensations in your office. The art of the espresso coffee has
traditionally been thought of as the ultimate science of the senses,
and Vitale will let you discover a wide variety of ways to enjoy this
art especially with its unique capability to work with fresh coffee
beans.
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Barista Coffee machines

Barlume by Elektra
V1C 2Group
Even though the coffee machine Elektra
“Barlume” had been designed in ’50s style, the
manufacture of its working parts are according
to the newest technologies. This powerful
coffee machine is perfectly suitable for bars,
cafes and restaurants.

KUP by Elektra

2B 2Group Semi Automatic

Beauty and functionality make the KUP, automatic
coffee machine ,a point of reference for the café's
and hotels nowadays and lover of minimalist forms,
embellished with bright and sides plus technologically
advanced.
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Sixties by ELEKTRA

Compact Coffee Machine
The compact coffee maker Sixties is a small espresso machine of very
compact dimensions obtained through a design study aimed at
containing the overall dimensions. Ideal for ice cream shops, bars and
small cafés. Fitted with elegant stainless steel body and super shiny
brass. A perfect mix of finishes of high quality, valuable metals and
maximum reliability. The advanced technology makes you able to
obtain a superb quality coffee all day long, giving to your clients the
real Italian espresso.
1 Group
2 Groups

Belle Epoque by Elektra
The coffee machine‘s surface is manufactured from chrome and plexiglass. Its rounded lines
and elegant surface will attract attention and a cup of coffee with the true Italian taste of
espresso will please everyone!
It is in the coffee maker Belle Epoque that our craftsmen give the best of themselves forging
noble metals such as copper and brass alternating moments of ancient process to advanced
methods.
The brilliance of its metal, molded design with a retro charm, giving it a distinct personality ideal
for embellishing the choreography of fine-dining.
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S5 Espresso by La Spazziale
A fully automatic, fully programmable commercial coffee
machine ideal for creating amazing espressos every time.
Available in a wide range of sizes and configurations,
including takeaway height, there is a La Spaziale S5 for any
cafe, coffee house, restaurant or bar. This versatile coffee
machine is also available in a variety of colours.

Atheneos:
Instant Hot beverage Dispenser
Compact yet powerful machines from Italy. Atheneos machine comes in
multiple drinks options. With our ranges of soluble premixes and with this
machine's performance, there is just unbelievable drink satisfaction.

Available in Black or White.
Atheneos 2 canisters
Ateneos 3 canisters
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Anima Prestige by Gaggia
A mastermind, class, perfection! Words cannot just express this
machine's perfection. A very ideal machine for home or office. A café at
home concept right into live action!
Fresh beans and Fresh milk.
Four options pre Programmed: Espresso, café Lungo, Cappuccino and
Latte

Gaggia Carezza De LUXE Coffee Machine
The Gaggia Carezza De LUXE is a semi-automatic machine with a
vintage, Italian look, designed to capture the atmosphere of retro
cafes. The intuitive push-button interface and pressurized
portafilter make for an introductory machine that’s easy to master
in no time at all

Gaggia Naviglio Coffee Machine
Gaggia Naviglio, which automatically grinds coffee beans for espresso,
but has a manual milk frother, so you can still create some drinks in a
more manual and creative way. Of course, this style of machine is also
generally a lot cheaper than the fully-automatic type.
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Multi Cap Capsule Coffee Machine by Novell
The Novell Multi Cap 2 Group capsule machine is designed
to take Novell coffee capsules and produce a delicious
espresso or cappuccino in short time.
A MADE IN ITALY stylish capsule machine with several
features like automatic coffee dosing, steam wand,
adjustable cup holder and many more.
Professional machine with high performance.
Capsule system, Fresh Milk (steamer)

Grinders by Cunill
The continual pursuit of perfection has made Cunill, a company known and valued around the
world for their high quality, their innovation and the reasonable price of its professional coffee
grinders .
With one of the best selling models like Kenia, Tranquilo and Luxomatic theres very little to
complain regarding its performance and enigma. With each one showing off its distinctive
feature makes it stand out in the world of coffee grinders.

Kenia
Hopper (1kg) made of unbreakable and non-deformable material (co.polyester),
with fast lock system and self-levelling when off the coffee grinder, with the
possibility of cleaning in a dishwasher at 90 °C. Micrometric regulation of the
coffee grind using a regulatory pawl.

Tranquilo
Completely redesigned in a shapely new body and improved in almost every way,
this latest version of semi-commercial grinder by Cunill of Spain is a dependable,
compact grinder designed with the demanding home barista or small restaurant
owner in mind, but don't let its relatively compact size fool you. The heavy-duty
motor, condenser, and grinding burrs are the same sturdy components found in
Cunill's acclaimed line of commercial grinders sold to coffee bars around the
world.
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Luxomatic
The Cunill Luxomatic on-demand grinder grinds at 55 decibels with little
background noise. Touch-screen for easy programming, shot timer on display with
coffee counter, Automatic on-demand and coffee portion control, 497 Watt motor
will grind 14g of coffee in 3.6 seconds are some of the noteworthy features.

** Available in Chrome, White and Black

Squeezer for bars and cafes by Cunill

ACID ONE

A professional electric squeezer that will be a precious partner of your business.
It has an automatic start with the lever’s descent and a stainless steel pine while
its color give minimal style to the place.

Technical specifications:
•

Ideal for coffee shops and refectories

•

Auto start when the lever goes down

•

Adjustable rotation: 1.300-1.800 r/pm

•

Colour: Chromium

•

Power: 570W / 220V

•

Weight: 10 Kg

•

Dimensions: 348x245x395 cm
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ICE BLENDERS by Blentec
Chef 600
The Chef 600 gives you complete control with one-touch kitchen controls
specifically designed for food prep. Each setting runs at a consistent speed
without the varying speeds of blend cycles and can be shut off manually or
automatically after 90 seconds.

Connoisseur 825

Perfect for high-volume shops, the Connoisseur 825 is a
workhorse built with longevity in mind. The 3.8 peak horsepower
motor easily powers through the toughest ingredients, like ice and
frozen fruit, without skipping a beat.

Rapid Rinse Station
The perfect commercial washer for any busy business.
With the non-electric pressure wash action of the Rapid
Rinse Station you can clean out your blender jar in less
then 7 seconds. Made for more than just Blendtec
blender jars, you can quickly wash out drink containers as
small as a shot glass or as large as an 8 inch bowl bowl.
With the 6 foot water supply hose you can place your
Rapid Rinse Station just about anywhere.
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Slush and Chocolate by BRAS
B-Cream HD
B-Cream HD is a machine for preparing
smoothies and ice cream. Extremely compact
and easy to use, it is available with 6 litre
capacity bowls.
With its innovative design, it enhances bar
orcoffee shops by offering new emotions and
improving business.

Scirocco
Elegant counter top dispenser specially designed for mixing and preparing
hot chocolate and other hot drinks.
Maximum product visibility increases sales and profits.
The 3 or 5 litre capacity, shockproof, food-grade polycarbonate bowl can be
easily removed even if full.

Barista Accessories By De Vecchi
De Vecchi was born in 1965 as mechanical workshop specialized in the production of
components for espresso coffee machines: nowadays own
production is their strength, together with over 10.000
items for a whole and complete range of spare parts for
coffee machines, coffee grinders, dish-washers, watersofteners and catering equipment.
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OKKA Turkish coffee Machine by Arzum
Arzum OKKA brings a novelty to the Turkish coffee drinking tradition
and serves the rich taste of 500 years directly to your cup.
With its “Direct to Cup” feature, Arzum OKKA guarantees the perfectly
prepared Turkish coffee experience every single time.

Vending Coffee & Snacks Machines by Azkoyen
Azkoyen range of vending machines comes with its unique performance and caliber. Comes in
various sizes and capacities for hot, cold beverages and snacks

NOVARA

ZENSIA
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